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Parallelism is the key to achieving high performance in computing. However, writing efficient and scalable parallel programs is
notoriously difficult, and often requires significant expertise. To address this challenge, it is crucial to provide programmers with
high-level tools to enable them to develop solutions easily, and at the same time emphasize the theoretical and practical aspects
of algorithm design to allow the solutions developed to run efficiently under many different settings. This thesis addresses this
challenge using a three-pronged approach consisting of the design of shared-memory programming techniques, frameworks, and
algorithms for important problems in computing. The thesis provides evidence that with appropriate programming techniques,
frameworks, and algorithms, shared-memory programs can be simple, fast, and scalable, both in theory and in practice. The
results developed in this thesis serve to ease the transition into the multicore era. The first part of this thesis introduces tools and
techniques for deterministic parallel programming, including means for encapsulating nondeterminism via powerful commutative
building blocks, as well as a novel framework for executing sequential iterative loops in parallel, which lead to deterministic parallel
algorithms that are efficient both in theory and in practice. The second part of this thesis introduces Ligra, the first high-level
shared memory framework for parallel graph traversal algorithms. The framework allows programmers to express graph traversal
algorithms using very short and concise code, delivers performance competitive with that of highly-optimized code, and is up to
orders of magnitude faster than existing systems designed for distributed memory. This part of the thesis also introduces Ligra+,
which extends Ligra with graph compression techniques to reduce space usage and improve parallel performance at the same
time, and is also the first graph processing system to support in-memory graph compression. The third and fourth parts of this
thesis bridge the gap between theory and practice in parallel algorithm design by introducing the first algorithms for a variety of
important problems on graphs and strings that are efficient both in theory and in practice. For example, the thesis develops the first
linear-work and polylogarithmic-depth algorithms for suffix tree construction and graph connectivity that are also practical, as well
as a work-efficient, polylogarithmic-depth, and cache-efficient shared-memory algorithm for triangle computations that achieves a
2–5x speedup over the best existing algorithms on 40 cores. This is a revised version of the thesis that won the 2015 ACM
Doctoral Dissertation Award.
This volume constitutes the post-workshop proceedings of the First International Workshop on Formal Methods - Fun for
Everybody, FMFun 2019, held in Bergen, Norway, in December 2019. The 7 revised full papers and 2 revised short papers
presented in this volume were carefully reviewed and selected from 15 submissions. A white paper and two keynote papers are
also included. The papers explore ways of utilizing the pathway to transforming and spreading formal methods. The vision of this
workshop series is that formal methods ought to be taught in such a way that every student can have fun with it.
Want to kill it at your job interview in the tech industry? Want to win that coding competition? Learn all the algorithmic techniques
and programming skills you need from two experienced coaches, problem setters, and jurors for coding competitions. The authors
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highlight the versatility of each algorithm by considering a variety of problems and show how to implement algorithms in simple
and efficient code. Readers can expect to master 128 algorithms in Python and discover the right way to tackle a problem and
quickly implement a solution of low complexity. Classic problems like Dijkstra's shortest path algorithm and Knuth-Morris-Pratt's
string matching algorithm are featured alongside lesser known data structures like Fenwick trees and Knuth's dancing links. The
book provides a framework to tackle algorithmic problem solving, including: Definition, Complexity, Applications, Algorithm, Key
Information, Implementation, Variants, In Practice, and Problems. Python code included in the book and on the companion
website.
Transfer learning deals with how systems can quickly adapt themselves to new situations, tasks and environments. It gives
machine learning systems the ability to leverage auxiliary data and models to help solve target problems when there is only a
small amount of data available. This makes such systems more reliable and robust, keeping the machine learning model faced
with unforeseeable changes from deviating too much from expected performance. At an enterprise level, transfer learning allows
knowledge to be reused so experience gained once can be repeatedly applied to the real world. For example, a pre-trained model
that takes account of user privacy can be downloaded and adapted at the edge of a computer network. This self-contained,
comprehensive reference text describes the standard algorithms and demonstrates how these are used in different transfer
learning paradigms. It offers a solid grounding for newcomers as well as new insights for seasoned researchers and developers.
Hundreds of diabolical problems in classical and quantum mechanics, electricity & magnetism, special relativity, and statistical and
thermal physics, all solved in detail. Intended primarily for graduate students studying for qualifying exams, these problems are
also great for teachers, advanced undergraduates, and more.
This book is written for helping people prepare for Google Coding Interview. It contains top 10 programming problems frequently
asked @Google with detailed worked-out solutions both in pseudo-code and C++(and C++11).
From Baylor to Baylor preserves the legacy of the ACM-ICPC World Finals. The book contains all the problems used during the
1991 to 2006 competitions, carefully typesetted and formatted to the highest standard. Also, almost 100 figures have been
completely redrawn to improve their printed quality. Prefaced by William B. Poucher from Baylor University (Texas) and
coordinated by Miguel A. Revilla from Universidad de Valladolid (Spain), this work is the definitive guide to 16 years of history of
the International Collegiate Programming Contest, published thanks to the collaboration of the Competitive Learning Institute and
the Competitive Infrastructure Initiative. This book is tribute to all the staff, contestants, judges and volunteers that made it
possible.
This book contains the refereed proceedings of the 14th International Conference on Agile Software Development, XP 2013, held
in Vienna, Austria, in June 2013. In the last decade, the interest in agile and lean software development has been continuously
growing. Agile and lean have evolved from a way of working -- restricted in the beginning to a few early adopters -- to the
mainstream way of developing software. All this time, the XP conference series has actively promoted agility and widely
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disseminated research results in this area. XP 2013 successfully continued this tradition. The 17 full papers accepted for XP 2013
were selected from 52 submissions and are organized in sections on: teaching and learning; development teams; agile practices;
experiences and lessons learned; large-scale projects; and architecture and design.

This book constitutes invited papers from the First International Workshop on Frontiers in Software Engineering
Education, FISEE 2019, which took place during November 11-13, 2019, at the Château de Villebrumier, France. The 25
papers included in this volume were considerably enhanced after the conference and during two different peer-review
phases. The contributions cover a wide range of problems in teaching software engineering and are organized in the
following sections: Course experience; lessons learnt; curriculum and course design; competitions and workshops;
empirical studies, tools and automation; globalization of education; and learning by doing. The final part "TOOLS
Workshop: Artificial and Natural Tools (ANT)" contains submissions presented at a different, but related, workshop run at
Innopolis University (Russia) in the context of the TOOLS 2019 conference. FISEE 2019 is part of a series of scientific
events held at the new LASER center in Villebrumier near Montauban and Toulouse, France.
This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the Fifth International Symposium on Search-Based Software
Engineering, SSBSE 2013, held in St. Petersburg, Russia. The 14 revised full papers, 6 revised short papers, and 6
papers of the graduate track presented together with 2 keynotes, 2 challenge track papers and 1 tutorial paper were
carefully reviewed and selected from 50 initial submissions. Search Based Software Engineering (SBSE) studies the
application of meta-heuristic optimization techniques to various software engineering problems, ranging from
requirements engineering to software testing and maintenance.
Programming ChallengesThe Programming Contest Training ManualSpringer Science & Business Media
This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 13th Colombian Conference on Computing, CCC 2018, held in
Cartagena, Colombia, in September 2018. The 46 revised full papers presented were carefully reviewed and selected
from 194 submissions. The papers deal with the following topics: information and knowledge management, software
engineering and IT architectures, educational informatics, intelligent systems and robotics, human-computer interaction,
distributed systems and large-scale architectures, image processing, computer vision and multimedia, security of the
information, formal methods, computational logic, and theory of computation.
Hone your skills by learning classic data structures and algorithms in JavaScript About This Book Understand common
data structures and the associated algorithms, as well as the context in which they are used. Master existing JavaScript
data structures such as array, set and map and learn how to implement new ones such as stacks, linked lists, trees and
graphs. All concepts are explained in an easy way, followed by examples. Who This Book Is For If you are a student of
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Computer Science or are at the start of your technology career and want to explore JavaScript's optimum ability, this
book is for you. You need a basic knowledge of JavaScript and programming logic to start having fun with algorithms.
What You Will Learn Declare, initialize, add, and remove items from arrays, stacks, and queues Get the knack of using
algorithms such as DFS (Depth-first Search) and BFS (Breadth-First Search) for the most complex data structures
Harness the power of creating linked lists, doubly linked lists, and circular linked lists Store unique elements with hash
tables, dictionaries, and sets Use binary trees and binary search trees Sort data structures using a range of algorithms
such as bubble sort, insertion sort, and quick sort In Detail This book begins by covering basics of the JavaScript
language and introducing ECMAScript 7, before gradually moving on to the current implementations of ECMAScript 6.
You will gain an in-depth knowledge of how hash tables and set data structure functions, as well as how trees and hash
maps can be used to search files in a HD or represent a database. This book is an accessible route deeper into
JavaScript. Graphs being one of the most complex data structures you'll encounter, we'll also give you a better
understanding of why and how graphs are largely used in GPS navigation systems in social networks. Toward the end of
the book, you'll discover how all the theories presented by this book can be applied in real-world solutions while working
on your own computer networks and Facebook searches. Style and approach This book gets straight to the point,
providing you with examples of how a data structure or algorithm can be used and giving you real-world applications of
the algorithm in JavaScript. With real-world use cases associated with each data structure, the book explains which data
structure should be used to achieve the desired results in the real world.
This newly expanded and updated second edition of the best-selling classic continues to take the "mystery" out of
designing algorithms, and analyzing their efficacy and efficiency. Expanding on the first edition, the book now serves as
the primary textbook of choice for algorithm design courses while maintaining its status as the premier practical reference
guide to algorithms for programmers, researchers, and students. The reader-friendly Algorithm Design Manual provides
straightforward access to combinatorial algorithms technology, stressing design over analysis. The first part, Techniques,
provides accessible instruction on methods for designing and analyzing computer algorithms. The second part,
Resources, is intended for browsing and reference, and comprises the catalog of algorithmic resources, implementations
and an extensive bibliography. NEW to the second edition: • Doubles the tutorial material and exercises over the first
edition • Provides full online support for lecturers, and a completely updated and improved website component with
lecture slides, audio and video • Contains a unique catalog identifying the 75 algorithmic problems that arise most often
in practice, leading the reader down the right path to solve them • Includes several NEW "war stories" relating
experiences from real-world applications • Provides up-to-date links leading to the very best algorithm implementations
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available in C, C++, and Java
Combining knowledge with strategies, Data Structure Practice for Collegiate Programming Contests and Education
presents the first comprehensive book on data structure in programming contests. This book is designed for training
collegiate programming contest teams in the nuances of data structure and for helping college students in computerrelated
There are many distinct pleasures associated with computer programming. Craftsmanship has its quiet rewards, the
satisfaction that comes from building a useful object and making it work. Excitement arrives with the flash of insight that
cracks a previously intractable problem. The spiritual quest for elegance can turn the hacker into an artist. There are
pleasures in parsimony, in squeezing the last drop of performance out of clever algorithms and tight coding. The games,
puzzles, and challenges of problems from international programming competitions are a great way to experience these
pleasures while improving your algorithmic and coding skills. This book contains over 100 problems that have appeared
in previous programming contests, along with discussions of the theory and ideas necessary to attack them. Instant
online grading for all of these problems is available from two WWW robot judging sites. Combining this book with a judge
gives an exciting new way to challenge and improve your programming skills. This book can be used for self-study, for
teaching innovative courses in algorithms and programming, and in training for international competition. The problems in
this book have been selected from over 1,000 programming problems at the Universidad de Valladolid online judge. The
judge has ruled on well over one million submissions from 27,000 registered users around the world to date. We have
taken only the best of the best, the most fun, exciting, and interesting problems available.
This is the proceedings of the selected papers presented at 2011 International Conference on Engineering Education and Management
(ICEEM2011) held in Guangzhou, China, during November 18-20, 2011. ICEEM2011 is one of the most important conferences in the field of
Engineering Education and Management and is co-organized by Guangzhou University, The University of New South Wales, Zhejiang
University and Xi’an Jiaotong University. The conference aims to provide a high-level international forum for scientists, engineers, and
students to present their new advances and research results in the field of Engineering Education and Management. This volume comprises
121 papers selected from over 400 papers originally submitted by universities and industrial concerns all over the world. The papers
specifically cover the topics of Management Science and Engineering, Engineering Education and Training, Project/Engineering
Management, and Other related topics. All of the papers were peer-reviewed by selected experts. The papers have been selected for this
volume because of their quality and their relevancy to the topic. This volume will provide readers with a broad overview of the latest advances
in the field of Engineering Education and Management. It will also constitute a valuable reference work for researchers in the fields of
Engineering Education and Management.
This book focuses on the interplay between pedagogy and technology, and their fusion for the advancement of smart learning environments.
It discusses various components of this interplay, including learning and assessment paradigms, social factors and policies, emerging
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technologies, innovative application of mature technologies, transformation of curriculum and teaching behavior, transformation of
administration, best infusion practices, and piloting of new ideas. The book provides an archival forum for researchers, academics,
practitioners and industry professionals interested and/or engaged in reforming teaching and learning methods by promoting smart learning
environments. It also facilitates discussions and constructive dialogue among various stakeholders on the limitations of existing learning
environments, the need for reform, innovative uses of emerging pedagogical approaches and technologies, and sharing and promoting best
practices, leading to the evolution, design and implementation of smart learning environments.
This book can be used as an experiment and reference book for algorithm design courses, as well as a training manual for programming
contests. It contains 247 problems selected from ACM-ICPC programming contests and other programming contests. There's detailed
analysis for each problem. All problems, and test datum for most of problems will be provided online. The content will follow usual algorithms
syllabus, and problem-solving strategies will be introduced in analyses and solutions to problem cases. For students in computer-related
majors, contestants and programmers, this book can polish their programming and problem-solving skills with familarity of algorithms and
mathematics.
For anyone who has ever wondered how computers solve problems, an engagingly written guide for nonexperts to the basics of computer
algorithms. Have you ever wondered how your GPS can find the fastest way to your destination, selecting one route from seemingly
countless possibilities in mere seconds? How your credit card account number is protected when you make a purchase over the Internet?
The answer is algorithms. And how do these mathematical formulations translate themselves into your GPS, your laptop, or your smart
phone? This book offers an engagingly written guide to the basics of computer algorithms. In Algorithms Unlocked, Thomas
Cormen—coauthor of the leading college textbook on the subject—provides a general explanation, with limited mathematics, of how algorithms
enable computers to solve problems. Readers will learn what computer algorithms are, how to describe them, and how to evaluate them.
They will discover simple ways to search for information in a computer; methods for rearranging information in a computer into a prescribed
order (“sorting”); how to solve basic problems that can be modeled in a computer with a mathematical structure called a “graph” (useful for
modeling road networks, dependencies among tasks, and financial relationships); how to solve problems that ask questions about strings of
characters such as DNA structures; the basic principles behind cryptography; fundamentals of data compression; and even that there are
some problems that no one has figured out how to solve on a computer in a reasonable amount of time.
With the same insight and authority that made their book The Unix Programming Environment a classic, Brian Kernighan and Rob Pike have
written The Practice of Programming to help make individual programmers more effective and productive. The practice of programming is
more than just writing code. Programmers must also assess tradeoffs, choose among design alternatives, debug and test, improve
performance, and maintain software written by themselves and others. At the same time, they must be concerned with issues like
compatibility, robustness, and reliability, while meeting specifications. The Practice of Programming covers all these topics, and more. This
book is full of practical advice and real-world examples in C, C++, Java, and a variety of special-purpose languages. It includes chapters on:
debugging: finding bugs quickly and methodically testing: guaranteeing that software works correctly and reliably performance: making
programs faster and more compact portability: ensuring that programs run everywhere without change design: balancing goals and
constraints to decide which algorithms and data structures are best interfaces: using abstraction and information hiding to control the
interactions between components style: writing code that works well and is a pleasure to read notation: choosing languages and tools that let
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the machine do more of the work Kernighan and Pike have distilled years of experience writing programs, teaching, and working with other
programmers to create this book. Anyone who writes software will profit from the principles and guidance in The Practice of Programming .
Courses in computer programming combine a number of different concepts, from general problem-solving to mathematical precepts such as
algorithms and computational intelligence. Due to the complex nature of computer science education, teaching the novice programmer can
be a challenge. Innovative Teaching Strategies and New Learning Paradigms in Computer Programming brings together pedagogical and
technological methods to address the recent challenges that have developed in computer programming courses. Focusing on educational
tools, computer science concepts, and educational design, this book is an essential reference source for teachers, practitioners, and scholars
interested in improving the success rate of students.
Real-world physical and abstract data objects are interconnected, forming gigantic, interconnected networks. By structuring these data
objects and interactions between these objects into multiple types, such networks become semi-structured heterogeneous information
networks. Most real-world applications that handle big data, including interconnected social media and social networks, scientific,
engineering, or medical information systems, online e-commerce systems, and most database systems, can be structured into
heterogeneous information networks. Therefore, effective analysis of large-scale heterogeneous information networks poses an interesting
but critical challenge. In this book, we investigate the principles and methodologies of mining heterogeneous information networks. Departing
from many existing network models that view interconnected data as homogeneous graphs or networks, our semi-structured heterogeneous
information network model leverages the rich semantics of typed nodes and links in a network and uncovers surprisingly rich knowledge from
the network. This semi-structured heterogeneous network modeling leads to a series of new principles and powerful methodologies for mining
interconnected data, including: (1) rank-based clustering and classification; (2) meta-path-based similarity search and mining; (3) relation
strength-aware mining, and many other potential developments. This book introduces this new research frontier and points out some
promising research directions. Table of Contents: Introduction / Ranking-Based Clustering / Classification of Heterogeneous Information
Networks / Meta-Path-Based Similarity Search / Meta-Path-Based Relationship Prediction / Relation Strength-Aware Clustering with
Incomplete Attributes / User-Guided Clustering via Meta-Path Selection / Research Frontiers
With approximately 600 problems and 35 worked examples, this supplement provides a collection of practical problems on the design,
analysis and verification of algorithms. The book focuses on the important areas of algorithm design and analysis: background material;
algorithm design techniques; advanced data structures and NP-completeness; and miscellaneous problems. Algorithms are expressed in
Pascal-like pseudocode supported by figures, diagrams, hints, solutions, and comments.
The two-volume set LNAI 10632 and 10633 constitutes the proceedings of the 16th Mexican International Conference on Artificial
Intelligence, MICAI 2017, held in Enseneda, Mexico, in October 2017. The total of 60 papers presented in these two volumes was carefully
reviewed and selected from 203 submissions. The contributions were organized in the following topical sections: Part I: neural networks;
evolutionary algorithms and optimization; hybrid intelligent systems and fuzzy logic; and machine learning and data mining. Part II: natural
language processing and social networks; intelligent tutoring systems and educational applications; and image processing and pattern
recognition.
This invaluable textbook presents a comprehensive introduction to modern competitive programming. The text highlights how competitive
programming has proven to be an excellent way to learn algorithms, by encouraging the design of algorithms that actually work, stimulating
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the improvement of programming and debugging skills, and reinforcing the type of thinking required to solve problems in a competitive
setting. The book contains many “folklore” algorithm design tricks that are known by experienced competitive programmers, yet which have
previously only been formally discussed in online forums and blog posts. Topics and features: reviews the features of the C++ programming
language, and describes how to create efficient algorithms that can quickly process large data sets; discusses sorting algorithms and binary
search, and examines a selection of data structures of the C++ standard library; introduces the algorithm design technique of dynamic
programming, and investigates elementary graph algorithms; covers such advanced algorithm design topics as bit-parallelism and amortized
analysis, and presents a focus on efficiently processing array range queries; surveys specialized algorithms for trees, and discusses the
mathematical topics that are relevant in competitive programming; examines advanced graph techniques, geometric algorithms, and string
techniques; describes a selection of more advanced topics, including square root algorithms and dynamic programming optimization. This
easy-to-follow guide is an ideal reference for all students wishing to learn algorithms, and practice for programming contests. Knowledge of
the basics of programming is assumed, but previous background in algorithm design or programming contests is not necessary. Due to the
broad range of topics covered at various levels of difficulty, this book is suitable for both beginners and more experienced readers.
This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 24th International Conference on Case-Based Reasoning Research and Development,
ICCBR 2016, held in Atlanta, GA, USA, in October/November 2016. The 14 revised full papers presented were carefully reviewed and
selected from 44 submissions. The papers cover a wide range of CBR topics that are of interest both to researchers and practitioners from
foundations of Case-Based Reasoning; over CBR systems for specific tasks and related fields; up to CBR systems, applications and lessons
learned in specific areas of expertise such as health; e-science; finance; energy, logistics, traffic; game/AI; cooking; diagnosis, technical
support; as well as knowledge and experience management.
A hands-on, problem-based introduction to building algorithms and data structures to solve problems with a computer. Algorithmic Thinking
will teach you how to solve challenging programming problems and design your own algorithms. Daniel Zingaro, a master teacher, draws his
examples from world-class programming competitions like USACO and IOI. You'll learn how to classify problems, choose data structures,
and identify appropriate algorithms. You'll also learn how your choice of data structure, whether a hash table, heap, or tree, can affect runtime
and speed up your algorithms; and how to adopt powerful strategies like recursion, dynamic programming, and binary search to solve
challenging problems. Line-by-line breakdowns of the code will teach you how to use algorithms and data structures like: • The breadth-first
search algorithm to find the optimal way to play a board game or find the best way to translate a book • Dijkstra's algorithm to determine how
many mice can exit a maze or the number of fastest routes between two locations • The union-find data structure to answer questions about
connections in a social network or determine who are friends or enemies • The heap data structure to determine the amount of money given
away in a promotion • The hash-table data structure to determine whether snowflakes are unique or identify compound words in a dictionary
NOTE: Each problem in this book is available on a programming-judge website. You'll find the site's URL and problem ID in the description.
What's better than a free correctness check?
Hundreds of grassroots groups have sprung up around the world to teach programming, web design, robotics, and other skills outside
traditional classrooms. These groups exist so that people don't have to learn these things on their own, but ironically, their founders and
instructors are often teaching themselves how to teach. There's a better way. This book presents evidence-based practices that will help you
create and deliver lessons that work and build a teaching community around them. Topics include the differences between different kinds of
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learners, diagnosing and correcting misunderstandings, teaching as a performance art, what motivates and demotivates adult learners, how
to be a good ally, fostering a healthy community, getting the word out, and building alliances with like-minded groups. The book includes over
a hundred exercises that can be done individually or in groups, over 350 references, and a glossary to help you navigate educational jargon.
This book is a unique collection of algorithmic problems : that involve, explicitly or implicitly, clearly defined procedures for solving these. The
book includes some old classics, which have become a part of mathematics and computer science folklore. It also contains newer examples,
some of which have been asked during programming interviews with top-notch technical companies as well as programming contests like
ACM ICPC and TopCoder. The problems are challenging, well-motivated and accessible. Many of the questions are formulated in such a way
that producing variants on them can be done at ease. Each chapter is self-contained, consisting of 30+ classical and well-known problems
supplemented by creative approach and in-depth explanations with detailed solutions in pseudo-code. Some illustrations include C++
implementations as well. This book is addressed both to programmers and instructors interested in developing algorithmic thinking, including
people preparing for coding interviews as well as to people conducting such interviews with top technical companies.
The International Conference on Informatics in Secondary Schools: Evolution and Perspective (ISSEP) is an emerging forum for researchers
and practitioners in the area of computer science education with a focus on secondary schools. The ISSEP series started in 2005 in
Klagenfurt, and continued in 2006 in Vilnius, and in 2008 in Torun. ? The 4th ISSEP took part in Zurich. This volume presents 4 of the 5
invited talks and 14 regular contributions chosen from 32 submissions to ISSEP 2010. The ISSEP conference series is devoted to all aspects
of computer science teaching. In the preface of the proceedings of ISSEP 2006, Roland Mittermeir wrote: “ISSEP aims at educating
‘informatics proper’ by showing the beauty of the discipline, hoping to create interest in a later professional career in c- puting, and it will give
answers di?erent from the opinion of those who used to familiarize pupils with the basics of ICT in order to achieve computer lit- acy for the
young generation. ” This is an important message at this time, when several countries have reduced teaching informatics to educating about
current softwarepackagesthatchangefromyeartoyear. ThegoalofISSEPistosupport teaching of the basic concepts and methods of informatics,
thereby making it a subject in secondary schools that is comparable in depth and requirements with mathematics or natural sciences. As we
tried to present in our book “Algori- mic Adventures.
Must Have for Google Aspirants !!! This book is written for helping people prepare for Google Coding Interview. It contains top 20
programming problems frequently asked @Google with detailed worked-out solutions both in pseudo-code and C++(and C++11). Matching
Nuts and Bolts OptimallySearching two-dimensional sorted arrayLowest Common Ancestor(LCA) ProblemMax Sub-Array ProblemCompute
Next Higher Number2D Binary SearchString Edit DistanceSearching in Two Dimensional SequenceSelect Kth Smallest ElementSearching in
Possibly Empty Two Dimensional SequenceThe Celebrity ProblemSwitch and Bulb ProblemInterpolation SearchThe Majority ProblemThe
Plateau ProblemSegment ProblemsEfficient PermutationThe Non-Crooks ProblemMedian Search ProblemMissing Integer Problem

This anthology reviews the history, current states, and plans for the development of mathematics education in the Muslim
States in Africa, the Middle East, and Asia. There is an introduction by Ahmed Djebbar, the most prominent
contemporary scholar of Muslim mathematics. The chapters are written by respective national experts in mathematics
education.
ICPC co located with ICSE is the premier forum for researchers to present and discuss the most recent innovations,
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trends, outcomes, experiences, and challenges in the field of software engineering The scope is broad and includes all
original and unpublished results of empirical, conceptual, experimental, and theoretical software engineering research
This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 25th International Conference on Case-Based Reasoning
Research and Development, ICCBR 2017, held in Trondheim, Norway, in June 2017. The 27 full papers presented
together with 3 keynote presentations were carefully reviewed and selected from 38 submissions. The theme of
ICCBR-2017, "Analogy for Reuse", was highlighted in several events. These papers, which are included in the
proceedings, address many themes related to the theory and application of case-based reasoning, analogical reasoning,
CBR and Deep Learning, CBR in the Health Sciences, Computational Analogy, and Process-Oriented CBR.
The free book "Fundamentals of Computer Programming with C#" is a comprehensive computer programming tutorial
that teaches programming, logical thinking, data structures and algorithms, problem solving and high quality code with
lots of examples in C#. It starts with the first steps in programming and software development like variables, data types,
conditional statements, loops and arrays and continues with other basic topics like methods, numeral systems, strings
and string processing, exceptions, classes and objects. After the basics this fundamental programming book enters into
more advanced programming topics like recursion, data structures (lists, trees, hash-tables and graphs), high-quality
code, unit testing and refactoring, object-oriented principles (inheritance, abstraction, encapsulation and polymorphism)
and their implementation the C# language. It also covers fundamental topics that each good developer should know like
algorithm design, complexity of algorithms and problem solving. The book uses C# language and Visual Studio to
illustrate the programming concepts and explains some C# / .NET specific technologies like lambda expressions,
extension methods and LINQ. The book is written by a team of developers lead by Svetlin Nakov who has 20+ years
practical software development experience. It teaches the major programming concepts and way of thinking needed to
become a good software engineer and the C# language in the meantime. It is a great start for anyone who wants to
become a skillful software engineer. The books does not teach technologies like databases, mobile and web
development, but shows the true way to master the basics of programming regardless of the languages, technologies
and tools. It is good for beginners and intermediate developers who want to put a solid base for a successful career in the
software engineering industry. The book is accompanied by free video lessons, presentation slides and mind maps, as
well as hundreds of exercises and live examples. Download the free C# programming book, videos, presentations and
other resources from http://introprogramming.info. Title: Fundamentals of Computer Programming with C# (The Bulgarian
C# Programming Book) ISBN: 9789544007737 ISBN-13: 978-954-400-773-7 (9789544007737) ISBN-10: 954-400-773-3
(9544007733) Author: Svetlin Nakov & Co. Pages: 1132 Language: English Published: Sofia, 2013 Publisher: Faber
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Publishing, Bulgaria Web site: http://www.introprogramming.info License: CC-Attribution-Share-Alike Tags: free,
programming, book, computer programming, programming fundamentals, ebook, book programming, C#, CSharp, C#
book, tutorial, C# tutorial; programming concepts, programming fundamentals, compiler, Visual Studio, .NET, .NET
Framework, data types, variables, expressions, statements, console, conditional statements, control-flow logic, loops,
arrays, numeral systems, methods, strings, text processing, StringBuilder, exceptions, exception handling, stack trace,
streams, files, text files, linear data structures, list, linked list, stack, queue, tree, balanced tree, graph, depth-first search,
DFS, breadth-first search, BFS, dictionaries, hash tables, associative arrays, sets, algorithms, sorting algorithm,
searching algorithms, recursion, combinatorial algorithms, algorithm complexity, OOP, object-oriented programming,
classes, objects, constructors, fields, properties, static members, abstraction, interfaces, encapsulation, inheritance,
virtual methods, polymorphism, cohesion, coupling, enumerations, generics, namespaces, UML, design patterns,
extension methods, anonymous types, lambda expressions, LINQ, code quality, high-quality code, high-quality classes,
high-quality methods, code formatting, self-documenting code, code refactoring, problem solving, problem solving
methodology, 9789544007737, 9544007733
Problem solving is an essential part of every scientific discipline. It has two components: (1) problem identification and
formulation, and (2) solution of the formulated problem. One can solve a problem on its own using ad hoc techniques or
follow those techniques that have produced efficient solutions to similar problems. This requires the understanding of
various algorithm design techniques, how and when to use them to formulate solutions and the context appropriate for
each of them. This book advocates the study of algorithm design techniques by presenting most of the useful algorithm
design techniques and illustrating them through numerous examples. Contents: Basic Concepts and Introduction to
Algorithms:Basic Concepts in Algorithmic AnalysisMathematical PreliminariesData StructuresHeaps and the Disjoint Sets
Data StructuresTechniques Based on Recursion:InductionDivide and ConquerDynamic ProgrammingFirst-Cut
Techniques:The Greedy ApproachGraph TraversalComplexity of Problems:NP-Complete ProblemsIntroduction to
Computational ComplexityLower BoundsCoping with Hardness:BacktrackingRandomized AlgorithmsApproximation
AlgorithmsIterative Improvement for Domain-Specific Problems:Network FlowMatchingTechniques in Computational
Geometry:Geometric SweepingVoronoi Diagrams Readership: Senior undergraduates, graduate students and
professionals in software development. Keywords:
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